The machine translation project Eurotra is described as a multi language modular translation system with 9 monolingual analysis modules, 72 bilingual transfer modules, and 9 monolingual synthesis modules. The analysis module for Danish is described as a 3 step parser with structure generation rules for immediate constituent structure, syntactic structure, and semantic structure, and translation rules between them. The topological grammatical description of Danish proposed by Paul Diderichsen, is shown to be usefull in building the parser for Danish, especially with respect to the interaction between empty slots and filled slot in the topological pattern. At last the special problem with parsing and disambiguation of sentences that allow many pp attachments patterns is mentioned and a solution is suggested.
Introduction
The Council of the European Communities decided in November 1982 to launch a research and development project aimed at the produc tion of a pre-industrial prototj'^pe machine translation system of ad vanced design covering all the official languages in the Community. This project is called Eurotra, and it is a multilingual machine translation system covering 72 language pairs, each of the nine EEC languages being translated into all the other EEC languages. Eurotra is run on a collaborative basis by decentralized groups. In this ar ticle I will describe some of the problems we have had in the Danish language group working with translation to and from Danish. So what is reported here is the result partly of the 'linguistic legis lation' common for all the language groups i Eurotra, partly of the work in the Danish language group from which many persons have participated in the discussions about how to build a parser of Da nish.
The translation is performed in three stages using three inde pendent modules: 1) a source language analysis module consisting of a source language monolingual dictionary and a parsing grammar yielding an interface structure which is language independent formal tree representation of the sentence, decorated with the lexical ma terial from the source language text; 2) a transfer module using a bilingual dictionary by which the lexical items are translated into the target language, and using translation rules by which the inter face structure is transferred into, in most cases, an identical target language interface representation; 3) a synthesis module consisting of a monolingual target language dictionary and a grammar, in many respects a mirror image of the grammar used in analysis of that language; this module generates the target language text from the transferred interface representation.
Because the whole translation system consists of 72 transfer mo dules, but only of 9 analysis modules and 9 synthesis modules, we try to make as much of the work in analysis as possible, yielding an interface respresentation which is the same for the translational equivalents of the source language and target language. The 'only' difference between the interface representations is the lexical ma terial of the sentence being translated.
In this article I will describe the analysis module used by the Danish language group in Eurotra. The parsing of a sentence is done in 3 steps, primarily to provide modularity so that it is easy for all the linguists working in the project to recognize what is 36 Proceedings of NODALIDA 1987 going on in the grammar rules, and so that errors can easily be found and corrected.
From the natural language text we parse to a level called Eurotra Constituent Structure, ECS, where the immediate constituents of the sentence are represented in a tree as r^, auxiliary, v, advp and pp, and the immediate constituents of these sentence constituents are represented as daughter nodes with the names adjp, determiner, quantifier, cardinal and so on. From ECS we translate to a level called Eurotra Relational Structure, ERS, where the grammatical constituents of the sentence are represented in a tree with deco rated nodes as subject, main verb, object, indirect object, attri butive object, complement and modifier, and the constituents of these constituents are represented as modifiers and complements. From ERS we then translate into the interface Structure, IS, where the dependency structure constituents of the sentence are repre sented in a tree in canonical order as: first: the predicate, i.e . the verbal head of the sentence, then: argument 1, 2 and 3 of the pre dicate, and finally sentence modifiers, and the dependents of the dependent constituents as arguments or modifiers of their heads.
An This parsing strategy means that we use three types of rules: 1) building rules, which are normal phrase structure rewriting rules. These rules generate the tree structure on each level. 2) Feature rules create the feature decorations on each node of the tree and exclude (kill) generated trees where the features do not match ac cording to the feature match rules specified in the grammar. 3) Translation rules translate a decorated tree from one level into another decorated tree on the next level. In analysis the order of the levels is; text -ECS -ERS -IS, and in synthesis the order is: IS -ERS -ECS -text. In the next paragraph I will describe some of the problems we have met making an ECS parser of Danish, using Paxil Diderichsens topological grammar for Danish.
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Proceedings of NODALIDA 1987 Overgeneration in a topological parser It is not surprising that the parsing strategy will not be the same for case languages as Finnish or German and a non free word order language as Danish. A morphological parser has proved to be very efficient for languages with a rich morphology, but it is not at all sufficient for languages where much of the grammatical information is found in the word order. The alternative to a morphological par ser is a topological parser, where the information found in the order of the words is transformed into the grammatical tree with canonical order of the decorated nodes.
But it is not clear how to write phrase structure rules genera ting a grammatical analysis, using the knowledge of the topology of Danish sentences, without overgeneration, i.e. without making many wrong analyses of a given sentence in addition to the wanted analy ses.
As described by Paul Diderichsen in Elementaer Dansk Grammatik, (Diderichsen, 1946) and elsewhere (Diderichsen, 1945 ) the order of the constituents in a Danish sentence is the following:
// følge / børnene / hj em follow the children home And in subordinate clauses the order of the constituents is the following:
Petra not / ville // følge/ børnene / hj em would follow the children home
The idea of this topological description is that this pattern is the order of the constituents in the sentence if they are all present in the same sentence; it is a maximally filled frame. If all the slots in the frame are not filled, the internal order of the constituents pre sent in the sentence, will be the same: The positions in this maximally filled scheme correspond systematicalW to the grammatical functions of the constituents:
In the actualization field the np^ position after the v^ position is the slot for the subject and the advp^ is the slot for the sentence adverbial; in the content field the np^ is filled by the indirect ob ject, np^ by the direct object, and the advp^ position consists of the adverbials modifying the maun verb.
In the base all kinds of constituents can be found, except the finite verb; in fact they are moved from their normal position to the base position of the sentence if they are topicalized or marked for contrast to something in the preceding sentence. When a constituent is moved to the base position its grammatical function is indicated by the fact that its position slot in the frame will be empty -a rule which holds for the Germanic languages except for English. In Da nish the position of the subject is after the finite verb when some thing else but the subject is topicalized in the base position; but in English the subject remains in front of the finite verb even if some other constituens, as for example the object, have been topicalized.
In the pedagogical practice where students are taught how to fill 40 Proceedings of NODALIDA 1987 in the words in the slots of the pattern correctly, it is said that if you can not see whether a word in the base is, say, subject or object, you move another constituent in the base position than the one which is there, and then you can see from which slot it has been moved: What is the function of Den plan in the sentence Den plan vedtog Rådet ikke enstemmigt? Put the constituent back again to the position from where it has been moved: RAdet vedtog ikke den plan enstemmigt. Answer: Den plan is the object moved from the content field to the base position.
In addition to the three mentioned fields, there is an final field, called the 'heavy' constituent field, because only heavy np constitu ents, i.e. constituents consisting of many words, often whole clau ses, are placed there for stylistic reasons. The constituent placed in the heavy field is moved from either the np^ position, the np^ position or the np^ position without any change in their grammatical or pragmatical function. But it is only placed there, and you can only see that it is placed there, if the advp^ position is filled, nor mally with a one word constituent. So the h position is never filled when the advp^ is empty. And if advp^ is filled, the np constituent is either placed in its normal position in actualization field or con tent field or it is moved to the heavy field: This grammar will give the correct analysis of most Danish sentences (except for some refinement about Tight' constituents, and a special negation position which I will not discuss here). All positions except the finite verbs are optional; so a given position may be filled by the constituent that fits into the slot, or it may be empty if no constituent fits into the slot. But the problem is that when the ana lysis of a sentence is computed not only the correct analysis will be the result, but also a lot of wrong analyses.
Here it is necessary to distinguish between sentences which from a grammatical point of viev; are ambiguous, and sentences which are grammatical unambiguous but will nevertheless result in grammatical wrong analyses in addition to the correct one.
If we analyse the sentence Adam elskede Eva, 'Adam loved Eve', we want the machine to give two analyses: one with Adam as subject placed in the base and Eva on np^, and one with Eva as subject placed on np^ and Adam as object placed in the base, corresponding to Adam måtte elske Eva and Adam måtte Eva elske respectively. The same will hold for the sentence Dette forslag vedtog Rådet, literal translation: 'this proposal passed the Council'; from a purely grammatical point of view this second sentence is ambiguous in the same way. This problem csinnot be solved by a grammatical parser.
The problem with the grammar G. I is that it will give 6 analyses of the sentence: I 1982 sendte Kommissionen Rådet forslaget , li terally:'in 1982 sent the Commission the Council the proposal' al though it is not grammatical ambiguous: And in all 6 cases the tree structure will be the same:
In other words the parsing in the machine according to G.I. would yield 6 resulting trees with the only difference that in some of them one, two or three of the last np's would be represented by a mother node h. The problem is that the interrelation between the empty slots in the pattern is not taken into account by the rules. The interrela tions are in this example: np^ will only be empty when the subject is placed in b; np^ will only be filled in if np^ is filled in; h will only be filled by an np if either np^ or np^"^ is empty and advp^ is filled. The hat, indicating optionality, and the star, *, indi cating iterativity are not contextsensitive, so the interrelations can not be reflected in the rules of G.I.
The Danish Eurotra-parser Because of the overgeneration of the G.I grammar, the linguists in the Danish language group have built a grammar in which we have tried to describe thee interrelation between filled slots and empty slots. It looks like the following: G.II. The reason is that np^ is only filled in if something else but the subject is placed in the base; it means that rule 2. cannot be used; and np^ will only be filled if np^ is filled according to rule 6; and h will only be filled if advp^ is filled according to rule 7. Both G.I and G.II are sets of ECS building rules, but G.II will make the translation rules from ECS to ERS much simpler than G.I would, even in the cases of grammatical ambiguity. Take the example: Rådet vedtog forslaget. G.I will create three nearly iden tical trees:
And from each of the three created trees the transformation rule used would be: And there would be one translation rule for each tree: f 1. sva(np, v^), np => sub], vb, obj 2. vsa(np, v^, np) => obj, v b , subj. So G.I and the corresponding translation rules would create 6 ERS analyses of the sentence, while G.II and the corresponding translation rules will only create 2 ERS analyses of the sentence.
G. 11 is better than G.I in disambiguation pov/er because the gram matical information indicated by the word order is used for disambi guation by G.II every time it is present, and the information can be indicated by the fact that a slot is not filled. In the sentence it is indicated that forslaget is not in the heavy constituent field, be cause adv^ is not filled.
So the generalisations of a topological grammer, the topological interrelationship between constituents, the fact that one constituent can only have a certain position if another constituent has another position, can be registered by a grammar like G.II using more cycles in the generation, i.e. deeper trees with mother nodes indi cating the word order of the sentence.
The G.II grammar has been designed by the Danish language group to solve quite a lot of the problematic examples in Danish. In the following I will show some examples of resulting analysis trees: Semantic disambiguation Sentences which are syntactically ambiguous but in many cases se mantically unambiguous, are much more frequent than known from traditional grammars. Every time a sentence contains two or more pp's there will be many syntactically acceptable possibilities of pp attachment. The sentence Kommissionens krav nbdvendiggbr udvikling i bistanden fra USA til Europa will have 14 different resulting tree structures, when we parse it with the grammar G.II. I will here give 3 examples of attachment patterns, the flattest tree, the correct tree, and the deepest tree: From a purely s^mtactical point of view all 14 attachment patterns are correct analyses of the sentences, and it is possible to find sentences with each of the 14 structures but other lexical material.
The problem should be solved by use of the feature rules mentioned earlier. What is described in the following is not part of the common Eurotra linguistic legislation, it is not even accepted or discussed in the Danish language group, so the only responsible for the ideas presented in the following is my self.
1 imagine that to every noun in the IS dictionary there is assigned a semantic feature with the value chosen among a set og values or ganised in a hierarchy like the following: 
